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A generic feature of many natural networks is their modular hierarchical structure, nodes naturally fall into groups
of typical scale that can be associated with different layers of the hierarchy. This generic feature is present in
metabolic networks, gene regulatory networks, neural networks, transportation networks as well as foodwebs [1–4].
However, it is still poorly understood why these structures
are so abundant in real world networks. Furthermore, the
degree to which these structures are pronounced in natural networks seems to vary considerably, yet it is unclear
how to define a structural parameter that can express the
degree of modular hierarchical structure in a single order
or structural parameter. A variety of methods have been
devised to extract both hierarchical and modular aspects
from natural network data. Interestingly, the development
of computational recipes for constructing artificial random
models in which modular hierarchical features can be prespecified and which can be used as reference models has
received surprisingly little attention. Exceptions are methods for generating regular lattice type networks that also

include scale free degree distributions (e.g. [1]). However,
a number of natural networks exist that possess modular
hierarchical structure with nodes that show little variation
in degree and it is important to understand how these networks behave without the strong impact that degree inhomogeneities may impose.
To clarify some of these questions we designed a minimal
model for generating random modular hierarchical (MH)
networks. The model is based on the simple notion that,
from a node’s perspective, the probability of linking to another node decreases systematically with the layer depth
of a hierarchical template. The method is thus similar to
recently introduced network analytical methods and sampling techniques [2, 3]. Our model generates random networks with little degree variation and the strength of modular hierarchical topology is controlled by a single order
parameter without interfering with the network’s degree
distribution (for an interactive visualization of the parameter’s influence on the generated network’s structure, see
http://rocs.hu-berlin.de/D3/mhn/). It allows to distinguish
between strong and weak modular hierarchy and contains
ordinary random graphs as a limiting case. We propose this
model as a generic reference model to test the properties of
different dynamical processes, e.g. contagion phenomena,
synchronization, etc. as a function of the MH order parameter.
We provide analytical formulas for the degree distributions
of the single layers, as well as for the total degree distribution’s generating function and its first moments. In analogy
to [1], we show that even though the degree distribution is
not scale free, the clustering coefficient C(k) may indeed
follow a power law. We discuss a fast algorithm for generating these networks in O (m) time with m being the number of generated edges, allowing the construction of large
scale MH networks. This algorithm is of general nature
and able to generate networks for arbitrary underlying hierarchical trees in O (m) time where m can be computed
analytically for a given tree.
Finally, we investigate the spread of generic contagion processes on such networks and find that the epidemic threshold decreases with increasing MH structure. This finding is
supported with an approximate analytical formula for the
epidemic threshold in such networks.
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FIG. 1. A generic modular hierarchical random network.
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